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I. housing diagrams 

II. colors especially for the next publication 

 

One of the frenetic problems for housing; is that I have no exact architectural-diagrams  

theme: problem entry? identified 

that I can look at on the fly. 

theme: after an hour of begging; when I was denied a $20.00 from the church bucket; I was sponsored 

a $12.00 from the begging: where-to: cigarettes + extra cheap food. I thought it was uh sanctioned for 

those, needing it!  Plus I had like 4 left-over from last sponsorship. As a result I want to cut all budget 

from all non-militia [actualized militia qualified as regular and irregular] programs and fund-s, now.  

I just haven’t had the time. 

A Beggar’s Journey Jars for Art 

  Remember when I was hostage, and I couldn’t procure jars; because the hostage holders would steal 

even ones that would have been trashed that I washed out at empty.  
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theme:  

jargon;  No! those are only for recycling! 

jargon 2: well, they might? still be recycled  

 

[depending on art piece][a hill in a sentence] like  

after art exhibition … 

    

 

    Today after begging and seeking basic sponsorship: I found such caught? rather exact described jar 

[just cleaned] [washed] 

[oh scent] at a spot.  

[spelling]  Nea-[b][ry] were fallen  

petals; and use-able.  

 

   A house is a cigarette’s ash dish 

  & like those trinkets 

When it turns over ash falls down the petals. : 
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What does it become when compared to a snow or such falling trinket jar-box: hmm? 

[Perhaps create a basic analysis of comparison:] 

-against the blue its clear color: seeing color or gendered color: stability. Bought at the store/a store  

the trinket box might be tainted by a non-clear container hue 

creating a decoupage [spelling] 

 

theme: I don’t c[h]are 

how they define it. 

-ash fallen is it residue  

as not a fire but a fire 

in a fire place; of course is like the excess of it curbed around the space: place and upon near petals 

inside space it creates, what: ? 

   

    The main intention as a back aside of course the obvious: the jar a house; it’s etched on label; makes 

all such structural houses have the same address; which one could belong to? or perhaps which ones.  

  It could smell good inside if with ash and petals that’s what I have available in the homeless life. 

Banter: If I had a window the good scent would be lost; and sure it’d spread to the environment; but 

what if they didn’t want that.  

The Cap-Shot: On examination the entry to the jar is the twisting of the lid; and or screwing the lid:  

 

 

 

and so unlocking a doorway would not match this jar.  

 

theme: why use the jar structure; cause it’s what I found. 

 

   unless the door was lid enough like and unscrewed on-and-off. [like cited: tmt? ]  
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   the jar though as inhabited house would need to be ventilated and lid opening closing might not be 

enough,  

[t.b.c.] 

 


